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Abstract

In this paper we construct explicit deterministic extrac-
tors from polynomial sources, namely from distributions
sampled by low degree multivariate polynomials over finite
fields. This naturally generalizes previous work on extrac-
tion from affine sources. A direct consequence is a deter-
ministic extractor for distributions sampled by polynomial
size arithmetic circuits over exponentially large fields.

The first step towards extraction is a construction ofrank
extractors, which are polynomial mappings that ”extract”
the algebraic rank from any system of low degree polynomi-
als. More precisely, for anyn polynomials,k of which are
algebraically independent, a rank extractor outputsk al-
gebraically independent polynomials of slightly higher de-
gree. A result of Wooley allows us to relate algebraic rank
and min-entropy and to show that a rank extractor is also a
high qualitycondenserfor polynomial sources over polyno-
mially large fields.

Finally, to turn this condenser into an extractor, we em-
ploy a theorem of Bombieri, giving a character sum esti-
mate for polynomials defined over curves. It allows ex-
tracting all the randomness (up to a multiplicative constant)
from polynomial sources over exponentially large fields.

1 Introduction

Randomness extraction has been a major research area
for nearly two decades, and requires little introduction.
One important reason is that the functions studied and con-
structed in this theory: extractors, dispersers, condensers,
samplers, etc., turn out to do far more than required. While
they are designed to convert weak sources of randomness
into ”high quality” random bits, they end up being essen-
tial in applications where randomness is not even an issue,
such as expander constructions [24], error correction [21]
and metric embedding [12], to name but a few examples.

Most of this research has concentrated on the so-called
”seeded” extractors, which allow the use of a short, truly
random seed, and enables handling extremely general

classes of weak sources. An excellent survey of this broad
field is [20]. More recently there has been a burst of activ-
ity on ”seedless” or ”deterministic” extractors, which can
use no additional random ”seed”. The general question is
for which classes of distributions is deterministic extraction
possible. The main types of sources for which progress has
been made include the following (overlapping) classes.

• Few independent sources: the given distribution is of
several, independent weak sources, as in e.g. [7, 1, 2,
18, 16, 3].

• Computational sources: the given distribution is the
output of some (space- or time- ) efficient algorithm
on a uniformly random input, as in e.g. [23, 4, 22, 13].

• Bit-fixing sources: the given distribution is fixed in
some coordinates, and independent in others, as in e.g.
[14, 9]

• Affine sources: the given distribution is the output of
some affine map, applied to a random input as in e.g.
[2, 6, 8]

Since our work is best viewed as extending the last class
of sources, let us describe these results in some more de-
tail. An affine sourceover a finite fieldF is a random vari-
able which is uniformly distributed on somek-dimensional
affine subspace ofFn. Such a distribution is usually de-
scribed by a non-degenerate affine mappingx(t) : Fk 7→
Fn defined byn linear functions

x(t) = (x1(t1, . . . , tk), . . . , xn(t1, . . . , tk)),

in k variables. The affine source is thought of as the output
of x(t) on a uniformly chosen inputt ∈ Fk. Clearly, the en-
tropy (and more importantly, min-entropy) of such sources
is k · log |F| (all logarithms in this paper are base two).

The works of Barak et. al. [2] and of Bourgain [6] deal
with the case of the binary fieldF2. The first gives an ex-
plicit disperser, and the second an extractor, for the case
wherek = Ω(n). In particular, Bourgain [6] extracts a con-
stant fraction the entropy with exponentially small error for



suchk. No explicit construction is known for smaller rank
(overF2) despite the fact that, non explicitly, extractors ex-
ist even for logarithmic rank.

Gabizon and Raz [8] show that if the fieldF is large,
then one can even handle the case of 1-dimensional affine
sources (distributions on affine lines). They show how to
construct a deterministic extractor that extracts almost all
the entropy (with polynomial error) for any givenk, for
fieldsF of size polynomial inn.

1.1 Low Degree Polynomial Sources

A natural generalization of affine sources is to allow our
source to be sampled by low-degree multivariate polyno-
mials overF. We note that while low-degree polynomi-
als play an essential role in complexity theory, extraction
from sources defined by such polynomials has apparently
not been studied before.

Let F be a field (finite or infinite). For integersk ≤ n
andd we consider the family of all mappingsx : Fk 7→ Fn

that are defined by polynomials of total degree at mostd
(we denote our mapping byx since this will represent our
source). That is,

x(t) = (x1(t1, . . . , tk), . . . , xn(t1, . . . , tk)),

where for each1 ≤ i ≤ n the coordinatexi of the map-
ping is ak-variate polynomial of total degree at mostd.
We denote this set of mappings byM(Fk 7→ Fn, d). We
will focus on the case where the fieldF is much larger
thand (we will specify in each result how large the field
has to be). This will allow us to refer to the elements of
M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) aslow degreemappings. It is important to
note that any weak source can be represented as the image
of somepolynomial mapping over a finite fieldF. How-
ever, in general, the polynomials representing the source
will have very high degrees (this can be seen by a simple
counting argument). Since it is known [15] that determin-
istic extraction from arbitrary sources is impossible, we see
that restricting our attention to low degree mappings is es-
sential.

For affine sources we have the requirement that the affine
mapping defining the source is non-degenerate. This en-
sures that the source sampled by this mapping has ’enough’
entropy. We would like to extend this requirement also
to the case of low degree mappings inM(Fk 7→ Fn, d).
The way to generalize this notion is via the partial deriva-
tive matrix (sometimes called theJacobian) of a mapping
x ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d). This is ann × k matrix denoted∂x

∂t
defined as follows:

∂x

∂t
,




∂x1
∂t1

. . . ∂x1
∂tk

...
.. .

...
∂xn

∂t1
. . . ∂xn

∂tk


 ,

where the partial derivatives are defined in the standard
way, as formal derivatives of polynomials. Let us de-
fine the rank of x ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) to be the rank of
the matrix ∂x

∂t when considered as a matrix over the field
of rational functions in variablest1, . . . , tk. We say that
x ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) is non-degenerateif its rank isk (ob-
viously,x cannot have rank larger thank).

Definition 1.1 (Polynomial Source). Let F be a finite
field. A distributionX overFn is an (n, k, d)-polynomial
source overF, if there exists a non-degenerate mapping
x ∈M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) such thatX is sampled by choosingt
uniformly at random inFk and outputtingx(t).

It is easy to see that the above definition of a polynomial
source is indeed a generalization of the affine case, since the
partial derivative matrix of an affine mapping is simply its
coefficient matrix (in some basis).

Rank and min-entropy: One reason for using the rank
of the partial derivative matrix is that, over sufficiently
large prime fields, it allows us to prove a lower-bound on
the entropy of an(n, k, d)-polynomial source. This lower
bound follows from a theorem of Wooley [25] (see The-
orem 2.1). Roughly speaking, Wooley’s theorem implies
that a distribution sampled by a non-degenerate mapping
x ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) is close (in statistical distance) to a

distribution with min-entropy at leastk · log
(
|F|
2d

)
.

Rank and algebraic independence. Over fields of ex-
ponential characteristic (or of characteristic zero) it can be
showen that the above notion of the rank of a mapping co-
incides with the more intuitive notion ofalgebraic inde-
pendence. Roughly speaking, over such fields, a mapping
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) has rankk iff the set
of polynomials{x1(t), . . . , xn(t)} containsk algebraically
independent polynomials (we should note that the direction
”rank k 7→ algebraic independence” is true over any field,
regardless of its characteristic). Since we want some of our
results to hold also over fields of polynomial size we opt to
use the rank of the partial derivative matrix in our definition
of a polynomial source. In the full version of the paper we
give a detailed discussion of the connection between alge-
braic independence and rank.

1.2 Rank Extractors

The above discussion of polynomial sources raises the
following natural question: Can we ’extract’ the rank
of these sources without destroying their structure? In
other words, can we construct afixed polynomial map-
ping y : Fn 7→ Fk such that for any non-degenerate
x ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) the composition ofy with x is a
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non-degenerate mapping fromFk to Fk ? We call a non-
degenerate mappingx : Fk 7→ Fk a full rank mapping and
a mappingy satisfying the above condition arank extractor.

Definition 1.2 (Rank Extractor). LetF be some field. Let
y : Fn 7→ Fk be a polynomial mapping defined by

y(x) = (y1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , yk(x1, . . . , xn)),

where eachyi is a multivariate polynomial overF. We say
thaty is an(n, k, d)-rank extractor overF if for every non-
degenerate mappingx ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) the composition
y ◦ x : Fk 7→ Fk has rankk. We will call such a mappingy
explicit if it can be computed in polynomial time.

Clearly, a construction of a rank extractor will bring us
closer to constructing an extractor for low degree polyno-
mial sources. Using an explicit rank extractor reduces the
problem of constructing an extractor for arbitrary polyno-
mial sources into the problem of constructing an extractor
for polynomial sources of full rank. This problem, as we
shall see later, can be solved using tools from algebraic ge-
ometry.

Our first main result is a construction of an explicit
(n, k, d)-rank extractor overF , whereF can be any field
of characteristic zero or of characteristic at least poly(n, d).
It is natural to require that the degree of the rank extrac-
tor will be as small as possible. Clearly the degree has to
be larger than 1 since an affine mapping cannot be a rank
extractor (we can always ’hide’ a polynomial source in the
kernel of such a mapping). The rank extractors we construct
have degree which is bounded by a polynomial inn and in
d. In Section 3 we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let k ≤ n and d be integers. LetF be a
field of characteristic zero or of characteristic larger than
8k2d3n. There exists an explicit(n, k, d)-rank extractor
overF whose degree is bounded by8k2d2n. Moreover, this
rank extractor can be computed in time poly(n, log(d)).

We note that our construction of rank extractors does not
depend on the underlying field. We give a single construc-
tion, defined using integers, that is a rank extractor over any
field satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.

1.3 Extractors & Condensers for Polyno-
mial Sources

As was mentioned in the previous section, applying the
rank extractor given by Theorem 1 reduces the problem of
constructing an extractor for(n, k, d)-polynomials sources
into the problem of constructing an extractor for(k, k, d′)-
polynomial sources, whered′ is the degree of the source ob-
tainedafter applying the rank extractor (Theorem 1 implies
thatd′ is polynomial inn andd). Our second main result is

a construction of such an extractor. Before stating our result
we give a formal definition of an extractor for polynomial
sources.

Definition 1.3 (Extractor). Let k ≤ n andd be integers.
Let F be a finite field. A functionE : Fn 7→ {0, 1}m

is a (k, d, ε)-extractor for polynomial sources if for every
(n, k, d)-polynomial sourceX over Fn, the random vari-
ableE(X) is ε-close to uniform. We say thatE is explicit
if it can be computed in poly(n, log(d)) time.

The following theorem, which we prove in Section 4,
shows the existence of an explicit extractor for full rank
polynomial sources over sufficiently large prime fields. The
output length of this extractor isΩ(k · log(|F|)) - within
a multiplicative constant of the maximal length possible.
The main tool in the proof of this theorem is a theorem of
Bombieri [5] giving exponential sum estimates for polyno-
mials defined over low degree curves.

Theorem 2. There exists absolute constantsC andc such
that the following holds: Letk andd > 1 be integers and let
F be a field of prime cardinalityp > dCk. Then, there exists
a functionE : Fk 7→ {0, 1}m that is an explicit(k, d, ε)-
extractor for polynomial sources overFk with m = bc · k ·
log(p)c andε = p−Ω(1).

Combining this last theorem with Theorem 1 gives an
extractor for general polynomial sources. This extractor,
whose existence is stated in the following corollary, also
has output length which is within a multiplicative constant
of optimal.

Corollary 1.4. There exists absolute constantsC and c
such that the following holds: Letk ≤ n and d > 1
be integers and letd′ = 8k2d3n. Let F be a field of
prime cardinalityp > (d′)Ck. Then, there exists a func-
tion E : Fk 7→ {0, 1}m that is an explicit(k, d, ε)-extractor
for polynomial sources overFn with m = bc · k · log(p)c
andε = p−Ω(1).

It is possible to improve the output length of our extrac-
tors so that it is equal to a(1 − α)-fraction of the source
min entropy, for any constantα > 0. This improvement,
which was suggested to us by Salil Vadhan is described in
Section 5.

We note that in both the last corollary and in Theorem 2,
the bound on the field size does not pose a computational
problem. Over a finite fieldF, arithmetic operations can
be performed in time polynomial inlog(|F|), and hence all
computations required by the extractor can be performed in
polynomial time. However, it remains an interesting open
problem whether extraction can be performed over smaller
fields, say of size polynomial inn and ind.
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Condensers Over Polynomially Large Fields: Over
Polynomially large fields, our techniques give a determin-
istic condenserfor polynomial sources. A condenser is a
relaxation of an extractor and is required to output a distri-
bution with ’high’ min-entropy rather than a uniform dis-
tribution. The word ’condenser’ implies that the length of
the output should be smaller then the length of the input.
That is, the aim of a condenser is to ’compress’ the source
while keeping as much of the entropy as possible. For con-
venience we define condensers as mappings over alphabet
F rather than the standard definition using binary alphabet.

Definition 1.5 (Condenser). Let D be a family of distri-
butions overFn. A functionC : Fn 7→ Fm is an (ε, k′)-
condenserfor D if for everyX ∈ D the distributionC(X)
is ε-close to having min-entropy at leastk′. A condenser is
explicit if it can be computed in polynomial time.

From Wooley’s theorem [25], mentioned earlier, it fol-
lows that if we apply a rank extractor to a polynomial source
we get a source which is close to having high min-entropy.
The next theorem follows immediately by combining The-
orem 1 and Wooley’s Theorem (Corollary 2.2).

Theorem 3. Let k ≤ n and d be integers. LetF be a
field of prime cardinality larger thand′ = 8k2d3n. Lety :
Fn 7→ Fk be the rank extractor from Theorem 1. Theny is
an (ε, k′)-condenser for the family of(n, k, d)-polynomial
sources overF, whereε = d′·k

|F| andk′ = k · log(|F|/2d′).

It should be noted that this condenser is ’almost’ the
best one could hope for (without building an extractor, of
course). To see this, suppose that|F| ≈ (2d′)c for some
constantc > 1. We get that the output of the condenser is
close to having min-entropy

k′ = k · log(|F|/2d′) ≈
(

1− 1
c

)
· k · log(|F|),

and so the ratio between the length of the output (in bits)
and its min-entropy can be made arbitrarily close to one by
choosingc to be large enough.

1.4 Rank vs. Entropy - Weak Polynomial
Sources

So far we focused on extraction from sources which were
defined algebraically - we were given a bound on the alge-
braic rank of the set of polynomials we extract from. We
now switch to the more standard definition (from the ex-
tractor literature standpoint) of extraction from sources with
given min-entropy. These will be calledWeak Polynomial
Sources.

Definition 1.6 (Weak Polynomial Source).A distribution
X overFn is an(n, k, d)-weak polynomial source (WPS) if

• There exists a polynomial mappingx ∈ M(Fn 7→
Fn, d) such thatX is sampled by choosingt uniformly
in Fn and outputtingx(t).

• X has min entropy at leastk · log(|F|).
Notice in the definition that the min-entropy threshold is

k · log(|F|) (instead of justk). This is to hint to the connec-
tion (which we prove later) between the rank of the source
and its entropy. Intuitively, a distribution sampled by a rank
r mappingx : Fn 7→ Fn ”should” have entropy roughly
r · log(|F|) and indeed, for affine sources, this is exactly the
case.

The following theorem, whose proof can be found in
the full version of this paper, shows the existence of an ex-
plicit deterministic extractor for the class of weak polyno-
mial sources.

Theorem 4. There exists absolute constantsC andc such
that the following holds: Letk ≤ n and d > 1 be in-
tegers and letd′ = 8k2d3n. Let F be a field of prime
cardinality p > (d′)Ck. Then, there exists a function
E : Fn 7→ {0, 1}m that is an explicit(k, d, ε)-extractor for
weak polynomial sources overFn with m = bc · k · log(p)c
andε = p−Ω(1).

The parameters of the extractor given by the theorem can
be seen to be roughly the same as those of the extractor
for regular polynomial sources (Corollary 1.4). In fact, the
extractor we use for weak polynomial sources is the same
one we used for polynomial sources. The proof of The-
orem 4 will follow from showing that any(n, k, d)-WPS
is close (in statistical distance) to a convex combination of
(n, k, d)-polynomial sources. Clearly, this will imply that
any extractor that works for polynomial sources will work
also for weak polynomial sources.

The Entropy of a Polynomial Mapping: We can use the
methods employed in the proof of Theorem 4 to show that
over sufficiently large fields, the entropy of the output of a
low degree polynomial mappingx ∈ M(Fn 7→ Fn, d) is
always ’close’ to rank(x) · log(|F|). This can be viewed as a
generalization of the simple fact that for anaffinemapping
x, the entropy is always equal to rank(x) · log(|F|). The
formal statement of this result is as follows:

Theorem 1.7. Let k ≤ n and d be integers. LetD =
(2k + 1)d2k and let 0 < δ < 1 be a real number.
Let F be a field of prime cardinalityp such thatp >
max{(2d)

k
δ , 2

10
δ , (2D)

2
δ }. Let x ∈ M(Fn 7→ Fn, d) be

of rankk and letX = x(Un) be the distribution sampled
byx. Then

1. X has min entropy≤ (k + δ) · log(p).

2. X is ε-close to having min entropy≥ (k − δ) · log(p),
whereε = 2·d·k

p .
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Extractors for Poly-Size Arithmetic Circuits: An inter-
esting corollary of Theorem 4 is the existence of determinis-
tic extractors for the class of distributions sampled by poly-
nomial sized arithmetic circuits over exponentially large
fields. This follows from the fact that the degrees of the
polynomials computed by poly-size circuits are at most ex-
ponential, and the construction of an(n, k, d)-rank extrac-
tor is efficient even whend is exponential (since the depen-
dence ond is poly-logarithmic).

We say that a distributionX onFn is sampled by a size
s arithmetic circuit if there exists an arithmetic circuitA of
sizes with n inputs andn outputs such that the fan-in of
each gate is at most two and such thatX is the distribution
of the output ofA on a random input, chosen uniformly
from Fn. We say thatX is an (n, k, s)-arithmetic source
if X is sampled by a sizes arithmetic circuit and its min-
entropy is at leastk · log(|F|).
Corollary 1.8. There exists absolute constantsC and c
such that the following holds: Letk ≤ n and s > 1 be
integers. Letd = 2s and letd′ = 8k2d3n. Let F be a
field of prime cardinalityp > (d′)Ck. Then, there exists
an explicit functionE : Fn 7→ {0, 1}m such that for ev-
ery (n, k, s)-arithmetic sourceX overF, the distribution of
E(X) is ε-close to uniform, wherem = bc · k · log(p)c
andε = p−Ω(1). That is,E is an extractor for the class of
(n, k, s)-arithmetic sources.

It is interesting to contrast this result to the extractors of
[22] from polynomial sizebooleancircuits. Their extractors
rely on complexity assumptions, and they prove that such
assumptions are necessary. It is interesting that over large
fields no such assumptions, nor lower bounds, are neces-
sary.

1.5 Organization

Section 2 contains general preliminaries on probability
distributions and finite field algebra. In Section 3 we de-
scribe our construction of a rank extractor and prove Theo-
rem 1. In Section 4 we construct and analyze an extractor
for full rank polynomial sources and prove Theorem 2. In
Section 5 we show how to increase the output length of our
extractors. In Section 6 we discuss some open problems
related to our results.

2 General Preliminaries

2.1 Probability Distributions

Thestatistical distancebetween two distributionsP and
Q onΩ, denoted by|P −Q|, is defined as

|P −Q| , max
S⊆Ω

∣∣∣∣Pr
P

(S)− Pr
Q

(S)
∣∣∣∣

We say thatP is ε-closeto Q, denotedP
ε∼ Q, if |P −

Q| ≤ ε. We denote the fact thatP andQ are identically
distributed byP ∼ Q. We usemin-entropyto measure
the amount of randomness in a given distribution. LetX be
a distribution over a finite setΓ. The min-entropy ofX is
defined as

H∞ (X) , min
x∈supp(X)

log
(

1
Pr[X = x]

)
.

2.2 Polynomials Over Finite Fields

For a fieldF we denote byF[t1, . . . , tk] the ring of poly-
nomials ink-variablest1, . . . , tk with coefficients inF. We
denote byF(t1, . . . , tk) the field of rational functions in
variablest1, . . . , tk. We denote bydeg(f) the total degree
of f and bydegtj

(f) the degree off as a polynomial intj .
We writef ≡ 0 or f(t) ≡ 0 if f is the zero polynomial (all
coefficients off are zero). Note that over the finite fieldF
of prime cardinalityp, the polynomialf(t) = tp − t is not
the zero polynomial, even thoughf(a) = 0 for all a ∈ F.

For a polynomialf ∈ F[t1, . . . , tk] we denote by∂f
∂tj

∈
F[t1, . . . , tk] the formal partial derivative off with re-
spect to the variabletj . For a vector of polynomials̄f =
(f1, . . . , fm) ∈ (F[t1, . . . , tk])m we can define thepartial
derivative matrixof f̄ as

∂f̄

∂t
,




∂f1
∂t1

. . . ∂f1
∂tk

...
. . .

...
∂fm

∂t1
. . . ∂fm

∂tk


 .

We denote by rank(f̄) the rank, overF(t1, . . . , tk), of the
matrix ∂f̄

∂t .

2.3 The Number of Solutions to a System
of Polynomial Equations

We will use a version of Bezout’s Theorem proved by
Wooley [25]. This theorem, mentioned informally in the in-
troduction, will give us a connection between algebraic rank
and min entropy. We note that the formulation of Wooley’s
theorem stated here is weaker then the original formulation
appearing in [25] (the original form of the theorem speaks
of congruences modulops for anys).

Theorem 2.1 (Rephrased from Theorem 1 in [25]).Let
F be a field of prime cardinalityp. Letk andd be integers.
Let x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fk, d) be such that
rank(x) = k and denote byJ(t) , det

(
∂x
∂t

)
(t). For a ∈

Fk let

Na ,
∣∣{c ∈ Fk : x(c) = a and J(c) 6= 0

}∣∣ .

Then for everya ∈ Fk , Na ≤ dk.
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We can interpret this theorem as saying that a distribution
X sampled by a non-degenerate mappingx ∈ M(Fk 7→
Fk, d) is close to a distribution with high min-entropy,
where the closeness is related to the number of zeros of
the determinant of∂x

∂t . Since this determinant is a non-zero
low-degree polynomial, we get that the distance from the
high min-entropy distribution is small. This is stated more
precisely by the following Corollary, which also extends our
view to mappings inM(Fk 7→ Fn, d) for k ≤ n. The (easy)
proof of this Corollary is omitted due to space constraints.

Corollary 2.2. Let F be a field of prime cardinality. Let
k ≤ n andd be integers such that|F| > 2dk. LetX be an
(n, k, d)-polynomial source overF. ThenX is ε-close to a

distribution with min-entropy at leastk · log
(
|F|
2d

)
, where

ε = d·k
|F| .

3 An Explicit Rank Extractor

In this section we describe our construction of a rank
extractor and prove Theorem 1.

Construction 1. Let k ≤ n and d be integers. Lets2 =
dk + 1 ands1 = (2dn + 1) · s2. Let lij = i · (s1 + j · s2).
Define for each1 ≤ i ≤ k

yi(x) = yi(x1, . . . , xn) ,
n∑

j=1

1
lij + 1

· xlij+1
j .

Let y = (y1, . . . , yk) : Fn 7→ Fk be the output of the con-
struction. Notice thaty(x) is defined in such a way that the

partial derivative ∂yi

∂xj
is exactlyxlij

j .

We prove the following theorem, which directly implies
Theorem 1.

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a field of characteristic zero or
of characteristic larger thand′ = 8k2d3n. Let x ∈
M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) be of rankk. Let y : Fn 7→ Fk be as
in Construction 1. Then the composition(y ◦ x)(t) is in
M(Fk 7→ Fk, d′) and has rankk.

3.1 Preliminaries For The Proof Of Theo-
rem 3.1

3.1.1 Sums of Powers of Polynomials

The following lemma shows how to pick integersc1, . . . , cn

in such a way that for any set ofn polynomials
x1(t), . . . , xn(t) of bounded degree, the polynomials
x1(t)c1 , . . . , xn(t)cn will have degrees that are different by
at least some fixed number. The proof of this lemma can be
found in the full version of the paper.

Lemma 3.2. Let x1(t), . . . , xn(t) be k-variate non-
constant polynomials over some fieldF. Denote bydi > 0
the degree of the polynomialxi. Letd ≥ maxi{di}. LetA
andB be two positive integers such thatA ≥ (2dn+1) ·B
and let ci , A + Bi for i ∈ [n]. Then, for every
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we have

|deg(xi(t)ci)− deg(xj(t)cj )| = |di · ci − dj · cj | ≥ B.

3.1.2 The Cauchy-Binet Formula

The Cauchy-Binet formula gives the determinant of the
product of ak×n matrix with ann× k matrix (fork ≤ n).
Let k ≤ n. Let A be ak×n matrix andB ann× k matrix.
For a setI ⊂ [n] of sizek we denote byAI thek × k sub-
matrix of A composed of the columns ofA whose indices
appear inI. Similarly, we denote byBI the sub-matrix of
B composed of the rows ofB whose indices are inI. The
proof of the following formula can be found in [10].

Lemma 3.3 (Cauchy-Binet). Letk ≤ n. LetA be ak × n
matrix andB an n × k matrix over a fieldF. Using the
above notations we have

det(A ·B) =
∑

I⊂[n]
|I|=k

det(AI) · det(BI).

3.2 Proof Of Theorem 3.1

Letk ≤ n, d be integers. LetF be a field of characteristic
zero or of characteristic larger thand′ = 8k2d3n. Let x =
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ M(Fk 7→ Fn, d) be such that rank(x) = k
. Let y : Fn 7→ Fk be defined as in Construction 1, that is

yi(x) = yi(x1, . . . , xn) ,
n∑

j=1

1
lij + 1

· xlij+1
j , (1)

where
lij = i · (s1 + j · s2)

s1 = (2dn + 1) · s2 , s2 = dk + 1

It is easy to verify that the degree of the mappingy is
bounded by8k2d2n. Therefore, the degree of the composi-
tion (y◦x)(t) is bounded byd′ = 8k2d3n. Therefore, since
the characteristic ofF is larger thand′ (or is zero), for the
rest of the proof we don’t need to worry about non constant
polynomials becoming zero after we take their derivative.

Our goal is to show that the compositiony◦x has rankk.
In order to prove this we need to show that the determinant
of the partial derivatives matrix of the composition is non
zero. Writey(t) to denotey(x(t)) and let ∂y

∂t denote the
k × k partial derivative matrix of the mappingy(t). Using
the chain rule we have that

∂y

∂t
=

∂y

∂x
· ∂x

∂t
,
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where∂y
∂x is ak×n matrix and∂x

∂t is ann×k matrix. All the
elements in these two matrices are polynomials int, since
we evaluate∂y

∂x atx = x(t).
Consider the element at position(i, j) in the matrix ∂y

∂x .
Taking the derivative of (1) with respect toxj we get that

∂yi

∂xj
= xj(t)lij = xj(t)i·(s1+js2).

The Vandermonde structure of∂y
∂x becomes more apparent

by denotingrj(t) , xj(t)s1+js2 . We now have that the
(i, j)’th element of∂y

∂x is rj(t)i. That is

∂y

∂x
=




r1(t) r2(t) · · · · · · rn(t)

r1(t)2 r2(t)2
. . . rn(t)2

...
...

. . .
...

r1(t)k r2(t)k · · · · · · rn(t)k




.

To facilitate writing, let us denote byR , ∂y
∂x andD , ∂x

∂t .
We can also assume w.l.o.g that

deg(r1(t)) ≤ . . . ≤ deg(rn(t)), (2)

(we let deg(0) = 0) since applying the same permutation
on the rows ofR and on the columns ofD will not change
the determinant ofR ·D. Now, from Lemma 3.3 (Cauchy-
Binet) and using the notations of Section 3.1.2 we have that

det
(

∂y

∂t

)
= det(R ·D) =

∑

I⊂[n]
|I|=k

det(RI) · det(DI) (3)

Notice that if ri(t) is constant, thenxi(t) is also con-
stant and so thei’th row of the matrixD is zero. Therefore,
det(DI) = 0 for everyI that contains an indexi such that
ri(t) is constant. In view of (3) and this last observation,
we can assume w.l.o.g that for alli ∈ [n], ri(t) is non con-
stant. (Notice that sinceD has maximal rank, we have at
leastk indices in[n] for whichxi(t) is non constant and so
the conditionn ≥ k is maintained).

The next three claims will show that there exist a unique
setI in the above sum for which the degree ofdet(RI) ·
det(DI) is maximal. This will conclude the proof, since

then we will have thatdet
(

∂y
∂t

)
is non zero, as required.

We start with a simple claim showing that the degrees of
the polynomialsri(t) have large gaps between them.

Claim 3.4. Let r1(t), . . . , rn(t) be the polynomials defined
above. Then for everyi ∈ [n− 1] we have

deg(ri+1(t)) > deg(ri(t)) + dk.

Proof. Recall thatri(t) = xi(t)s1+j·s2 and thats1 ≥
(2dn + 1) · s2. Using Lemma 3.2 we get that

|deg(ri+1(t))− deg(ri(t))| ≥ s2 > dk.

Using (2) the claim follows.

Let I ⊂ [n] be such that|I| = k. We denote by

dI , deg (det(RI)) .

The next claim gives a convenient formula fordI .

Claim 3.5. Let I ⊂ [n], I = {i1 < . . . < ik}. Then

dI = deg(RI) =
k∑

j=1

j · deg
(
rij

(t)
)
.

Proof. Using the Vandermonde structure of the matrixRI

we get that

det(RI) =
k∏

j=1

rij
(t)

∏

1≤j1<j2≤k

(
rij1

(t)− rij2
(t)

)
.

In view of (2), the degree of the highest monomial in
det(RI) is obtained my multiplyingk copies ofrik

(t) with
k−1 copies ofrik−1(t) and so on. this will give a monomial

with degree
∑k

j=1 j · deg(rj(t)).

Define

Γ , {I ⊂ [n] | |I| = k , det(DI) 6= 0}

The next and final claim shows that there exists aunique
I ∈ Γ with maximaldI . The proof uses standard techniques
from matroid theory and can be found in the full version of
the paper.

Claim 3.6. Let dmax , maxI∈Γ{dI}. Then there exists a
uniqueI∗ ∈ Γ such thatdI∗ = dmax. Moreover, for every
I 6= I∗ we have thatdI < dI∗ − dk.

We can now use Claim 3.6 to show that the sum in (3) is
not zero. LetI∗ ∈ Γ be the set with unique maximaldI∗

given by Claim 3.6. Rewrite (3) in the following form

det(R ·D) =
∑

I⊂[n]
|I|=k

det(RI) · det(DI)

=
∑

I∈Γ

det(RI) · det(DI)

= det(RI∗) · det(DI∗) +∑

I∈ΓI 6=I∗
det(RI) · det(DI). (4)

The degree of the first summand in (4) is at least

deg ( det(RI∗) · det(DI∗) ) = dI∗+deg (det(DI∗)) ≥ dI∗ .

Using Claim 3.6 we can upper bound the degrees of the
other summands in (4). That is, for allI ∈ Γ different from
I∗ we have
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deg ( det(RI) · det(DI) ) =
dI + deg (det(DI)) ≤ dI + dk < dI∗ ,

(we use the fact that all the entries ofD are polynomials of
degree at mostd). Therefore, the sum in (4) cannot be zero.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

4 Extractors for Polynomial Sources

In this section we describe our construction of an ex-
tractor for full rank polynomial sources and prove Theo-
rem 2. As was mentioned in the introduction, this con-
struction, together with the rank extractor constructed in
previous sections, will give an extractor for polynomial
sources of any rank. In order to describe our construction
we require some additional notations. LetF be a field of
prime cardinalityp. For an integerM ≤ p, we denote by
modM : F 7→ {0, . . . ,M − 1} the modulo-M function. For
a vectorx ∈ Fn we apply the function modM (x) coordinate
wise. The following theorem directly implies Theorem 2.

Theorem 4.1. There exist absolute constantsC > 0 and
c > 0 such that the following holds: Letk, d be integers and
let F be a field of prime cardinalityp > dCk. Letm > 0 be
an integer such thatm < c · log(p), letM = 2m and define
the functionE : Fk 7→ {0, 1}km as E(y) , modM (y).
Then for every(k, k, d)-polynomial sourceY over F, the
distributionE(Y ) is ε-close to uniform withε = p−Ω(1).

Notice that the construction of the extractor is very sim-
ple - taking a module in each coordinate. Proving that this
is an extractor is much more complicated. The main tool in
the proof of Theorem 4.1 will be a theorem of Bombieri [5]
giving an exponential sum estimate for low degree polyno-
mials defined over curves (one dimensional varieties). This
section uses basic notions from algebraic geometry that can
be found in any elementary text on the subject.

4.1 Preliminaries for the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1

4.1.1 Block Distributions

Our proof will rely on the following standard lemma con-
cerning block distributions. We will use the notation that
for a vectorv = (v1, . . . , vn) and for an indexi ∈ [n]
we havev(−i) = (v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vn). In some
places we will define a new vector of lengthn − 1 by
writing u = u(−i) ∈ An−1. This means that the indices
of u go from 1 to n, skipping thei’th index. That is,
u = (u1, . . . , ui−1, ui+1, . . . , un) ∈ An−1.

Lemma 4.2. Let A be some finite set and letX =
(X1, . . . , Xk) be a distribution onAk. Let 0 < ε < 1
and suppose that for each1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists a set
Si ⊂ Ak−1 such that

1. Pr[X(−i) ∈ Si] ≥ 1− ε and

2. For each s(−i) ∈ Si, the conditional distribution
(Xi|X(−i) = s(−i)) is ε-close to uniform.

ThenX is O(k · √ε)-close to uniform.

4.1.2 Distributions With Small Fourier Coefficients

The following lemma is an extension of the now folklore
Vazirani XOR Lemma [11] and is used [6, 3] to extract
randomness from distributions with bounded Fourier coef-
ficients. What the lemma says is that if we have a distribu-
tion X with a bound ofp−Ω(1) on all of its Fourier coeffi-
cients then we can deterministically extract fromX (using
the modulo function)Ω(log(p)) bits that arep−Ω(1)-close to
uniform. The following formulation of the lemma follows
from the version proved in [17].

Lemma 4.3. Let p be a prime number and let0 < α < 1
be such thatlog(p) < pα/2. Let X be a distribution on
F - the field ofp elements. Suppose that for every non-
trivial additive characterχ : F 7→ C∗ we have the bound
E[χ(X)] ≤ p−α. Let m = b(α/2) · log(p)c, let M = 2m

and letY = modM (X) be anm-bit random variable. Then
Y is p−α/4-close to uniform.

4.1.3 A Theorem of Bombieri

The next ingredient required for the proof of Theorem 4.1 is
an exponential sum estimate due to Bombieri [5]. We quote
here a weak version of Bombieri’s Theorem which is suf-
ficient for our needs. This theorem provides the necessary
bounds required to apply the XOR lemma above.

Theorem 4.4 (Theorem 6 in [5]). Let p be a prime and
let 1 < d be an integer such thatdn < p. Let F be the
field of p elements and let̄F be its algebraic closure. Let
f1, . . . , fn−1 ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn] ben − 1 polynomials of de-
gree≤ d such that the set̂V = {x ∈ F̄n|f1(x) = . . . =
fn−1(x) = 0} is a curve. Letg ∈ F[x1, . . . , xn] be a poly-
nomial of degree≤ d that is non-constant on at least one of
the irreducible components of̂V . Let V̂ = V̂1 ∪ . . .∪ V̂L be
the decomposition of̂V into irreducible components. Let̂U
be the union of those irreducible components ofV̂ on which
g(x) is non constant and letU = Û ∩ F. Letχ : F 7→ C∗
be a non-trivial additive character ofF. Then

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

x∈U

χ(g(x))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4d2n · p1/2.
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4.1.4 Intersections of Hypersurfaces

Consider a system ofn− 1 polynomial equations inn vari-
ables. The next lemma gives a bound on the number of
’shifts’ of the system for which the set of solutions has di-
mension larger than one (for the precise meaning of ’shift’
see the lemma). The proof of the lemma is omitted due to
space constraints.

Lemma 4.5. Let F be a finite field of sizep and let
F̄ denote its algebraic closure. Letf1, . . . , fn−1 ∈
F[x1, . . . , xn] be polynomials of degree≤ d. For everya =
(a1, . . . , an−1) ∈ Fn−1 let V̂a = {x ∈ F̄n | fi(x) = ai , i ∈
[n − 1]} and letA = {a ∈ Fn−1 | V̂a 6= ∅and dim(V̂a) 6=
1}. Then|A| ≤ ndnpn−2.

4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Let Y : Fk 7→ Fk be a(k, k, d)-polynomial source and
let f = (f1, . . . , fk) ∈ F[x1, . . . , xk] be a vector of poly-
nomials of degree at mostd such thatY (x) = f(x) =
(f1(x), . . . , fk(x)). For i ∈ [k] anda = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1,
we let Va =

{
x ∈ Fk | f (−i)(x) = a

}
and alsoV̂a ={

x ∈ F̄k | f (−i)(x) = a
}

, where F̄ denotes the algebraic
closure ofF. For a non trivial additive characterχ : F 7→
C∗, such thatVa 6= ∅ we define the exponential sum

Υχ(a) =
1
|Va|

∑

x∈Va

χ(fi(x)).

In view of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 the theorem will fol-
low from the following lemma.

Lemma 4.6. Using the above notations, there exists0 <
α < 1 such that for everyi ∈ [k] there exists a setSi ⊂
Fk−1 such that

1. f (−i)(x) lands inSi with probability at least1− p−α,
whenx is chosen uniformly inFk.

2. For everya = a(−i) ∈ Si and for every non trivialχ,
|Υχ(a)| ≤ p−α.

Before proving the lemma we proceed to show how it is
used to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us denote
by

Zi = modM (fi(x))

the random variable representing thei’th block of E(Y ).
Let 0 < α < 1 be the constant given by Lemma 4.6. Let
i ∈ [k] and letSi ⊂ Fk−1 be the set given by Lemma 4.6.
We define the setS′i = modM (Si) to be the image ofSi

under the function modM (·). From part (1) of Lemma 4.6
we get thatZ(−i) lands inS′i with probability at least1 −
p−Ω(1). For b = b(−i) ∈ [M ]k−1 let Zi(b) be the random
variable distributed according to the conditional distribution

(Zi|Z(−i) = b). The random variableZi(b) is a convex
combination of distributionsWi(a) = (Zi|f (−i)(x) = a)
taken over alla = a(−i) such that modM (a) = b. Since,
by the definition ofS′i, thesea’s are all inSi we can use
part (2) of Lemma 4.6 together with Lemma 4.3 to get that
eachWi(a) in the convex combination ofZi(b) is p−Ω(1)-
close to uniform. This, of course, holds then also forZi(b).
We finish the proof by observing thatZ = (Z1, . . . , Zk)
satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 4.2 withε = p−Ω(1)

and so we are done sinceO(k ·
√

p−Ω(1)) = p−Ω(1) when
p > dCk andC is sufficiently large.

4.2.1 Proof of Lemma 4.6

Let i ∈ [k]. We would like to distinguish between ”good”
and ”bad” fixings off (−i)(x). The ”good” fixings will be
those valuesa = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1 for which we can bound the
exponential sumΥχ(a). Before proving the Lemma for-
mally let us describe briefly the intuition behind the proof.
Each fixingf (−i)(x) = a(−i) defines a varietyV . We
would like to apply Bombieri’s Theorem to bound the expo-
nential sum offi(x) over this variety. In order to do so we
need to make sure thatV is a curve and thatfi(x) is not con-
stant on ’enough’ of the components of the curveV (where
the word ’enough’ takes into account the number of points
in F in each component). The fact that most fixings sat-
isfy the first condition, thatV is a curve, will follow from a
counting argument, based on a version of Bezout’s theorem.
The second condition will follow from Wooley’s Theorem
(Theorem 2.1). Intuitively, Wooley’s theorem tells us that
the image off is close to having high min-entropy. Clearly,
this should allow us to bound the size of those components
on whichfi(x) is constant (for ’most’ fixings off (−i)(x)).

In order to be able to define these ”good” fixings of
f (−i)(x) we need to consider the singular points of the
mapping f(x), namely the zeros of its Jacobian. Let

J(x) = det
(

∂f
∂x

)
be the determinant of the Jacobian of

f(x), which is a non zero polynomial since the sourceY
has full rank. Let Sing= {x ∈ Fk |J(x) = 0} be the
set of singular points and for eacha = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1 let
Singa = Sing∩ Va.

Definition 4.7. We say thata = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1 is ”good” if
it satisfies the following three conditions:

1. |Va| ≥ p5/6.

2. |Singa| ≤ p1/6.

3. V̂a is a curve. That is,dim(V̂a) = 1.

We define the setSi ⊂ Fk−1 to be the set of all ”good”a’s.

The next claim shows that mosta’s are ”good”. Thus
proving part (1) of Lemma 4.6.
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Claim 4.8. Let Si be as above. ThenPr[f (−i) ∈ Si] ≥
1− p−Ω(1), where the probability is over uniformly chosen
x ∈ Fk.

Proof. Let a = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1 be the random variable sam-
pled bya = f (−i)(x), x uniform. For1 ≤ j ≤ 3 let Ej

denote the event thata satisfies conditionj in Definition 4.7.
We can write

Pr[a is ”bad”] ≤
Pr[Ec

1] + Pr[Ec
2] + Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ Ec

3]. (5)

We will bound each of these three probabilities indepen-
dently by p−Ω(1), which will prove the claim. The first
probability can be seen to be bounded byp−1/6 by a simple
union bound on alla’s with small|Va|.

To bound the second probability we first observe that
|Sing| ≤ deg(J(x)) · pk−1 ≤ dk · pk−1. Therefore, the
number of differenta’s not satisfying condition (2) is at
mostdk ·pk−7/6. From Theorem 2.1 we have that for every
a = a(−i) ∈ Fk−1 the setVa contains at mostdk · p non-
singular points. Therefore, the size of the union of allVa’s
for which condition (2) is not satisfied is bounded by

kd · pk−1 + (kd · pk−7/6)(dk · p) ≤ pk−Ω(1)

(the first term counts all singular points and the second term
counts all non singular points), where the inequality holds
for p > dCk for sufficiently large constantC. Therefore the
second probability in Eq. 5 is also bounded byp−Ω(1).

We now bound the third probability in Eq. 5. LetA ⊂
Fk−1 be the set ofa’s satisfying conditions (1) and (2) but
not (3) in the definition of a ”good”a. We first observe that
Lemma 4.5 gives us the bound|A| ≤ kdk · pk−2 on the size
of A. Now, For eacha ∈ A the size ofVa is bounded by
p1/6+dk ·p (Va does not contain many singular points since
a satisfies condition (2)). Therefore, we have that

∑

a∈A

|Va| ≤ |A| · (p1/6 + dk · p)

≤ kdk · pk−2 · (p1/6 + dk · p)
≤ pk−Ω(1),

(whenp > dCk andC is sufficiently large). This completes
the proof of the claim.

We now move to proving part (2) of Lemma 4.6. We will
show that for everya = a(−i) ∈ Si and for every non trivial
characterχ the sum|Υχ(a)| is bounded byp−Ω(1).

Claim 4.9. Let a = a(−i) ∈ Si. Then we have the bound
|Υχ(a)| ≤ p−Ω(1).

Proof. Let V̂a = Ĉ1∪ . . .∪ ĈL be the decomposition of the
curve V̂a into irreducible components and letCj = Ĉj ∩
Fk for j ∈ [L]. Using standard facts about the number of
irreducible components (see full version for details) we can
show thatL ≤ dk (this can be shown, for example, using
Bezout’s Theorem). We wish to use Theorem 4.4 to bound
|Υχ(a)|. Our first step will be to show that the polynomial
fi(x) can be constant only on those irreducible components
Ĉj that have few points inFp. To show this, notice that if
the polynomialfi(x) is constant on one of the irreducible
componentŝCj then , using Theorem 2.1 and part (2) of the
definition of ”good”a’s, we get that|Cj | ≤ p1/6 + dk.

We now consider the modified curvêUa constructed by
taking the union of those componentŝCj of V̂a for which
|Cj | > p1/6 + dk and letUa = Ûa ∩ Fk. We can now use
Theorem 4.4 to get the bound

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

x∈Ua

χ(fi(x))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4d2k · p1/2,

which translates into the bound
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

x∈Va

χ(fi(x))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ dk · (p1/6 + dk) + 4d2kp1/2 ≤ p2/3

(separating the sum into points in the small components and
in the large components) where the inequality hold when
p > dCk, C sufficiently large. Dividing this sum by|Va| >
p5/6 we get the required bound ofp−Ω(1) on |Υχ(a)|.

Combining the above two claims concludes the proof of
Lemma 4.6.

5 Improving the Output Length

The extractor constructed in Section 4 can extract a con-
stant fraction of the min-entropy of the source. It was sug-
gested to us by Salil Vadhan that we can extract almost all
of the min-entropy by using special properties of the source.
This indeed works, and in this section we explain how. Due
to space constraints we only give a rough sketch of the argu-
ment. A complete treatment can be found in the full version.

Roughly speaking the method to extract many bits from
a full rank sourceY is as follows: LetE1 : F 7→ {0, 1}m1

be the extractor for distributions with small Fourier coef-
ficients given by Lemma 4.3 (namely themod 2m1 func-
tion) and letE2 : Fk−1×{0, 1}s 7→ {0, 1}m2 be any seeded
extractor with seed lengths and output lengthm2. Consider
the composition of these two extractors given byE(Y ) =
E2(Y (−k), E1(Yk)) (recall thatY (−k) = (Y1, . . . , Yk−1) )
in which the role of the uniform seed is taken byE1(Yk).
We would like to claim thatE(Y ) is close to uniform. The
first thing to observe is thatm1 has to be larger thans. This
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requirement will be easy to satisfy since in our setting, when
p ≥ dO(k), the output ofE1 will be larger then the seed
length of standard seeded extractors. The more important
thing to justify is the fact that we can replace the uniform
seed ofE2 with a seed that is correlated with the source -
Y (−k). This can be done since for ’most’ fixings ofY (−k),
the random variableE1(Yk) is close to uniform (this follows
from Bombieri’s Theorem and the analysis of Section 4).

6. Open Problems

Our paper invites further work in several directions:

• The extractors we give in this paper work when the
field size isdΩ(k). Extending our results to the case
where the field size is polynomial ink is an interesting
open problem. Building on the results of this paper it
is enough to construct such an extractor for polynomial
sources of full rank.

• An affine source may be viewed in two dual ways: as
the image of an affine map, or as the kernel of one.
Our extension here to low degree sources takes the first
view. An interesting problem is extending the second
view: extracting from low degree algebraic varieties.
We note that The case of one dimensional varieties
is already covered by Bombieri’s Theorem (See Sec-
tion 4).
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